This paper discusses the approximate and feedback relevant parametric identi cation of a positioning mechanism present i n a wafer stepper. The positioning mechanism in a wafer stepper is used in chip manufacturing processes for accurate positioning of the silicon wafer on which the chips are to be produced. The accurate positioning requires a robust and high performance feedback controller that enables a fast through put of silicon wafers. A set of multivariable nite dimensional linear time invariant discrete time models will be estimated, that is suitable for model-based robust control design of the positioning mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Wafer steppers combine a high accuracy positioning and a sophisticated lithographic process to manufacture integrated circuits chips via a fully automated process. By means of a photolithographic process, the chip architecture is exposed on the surface of a wafer, a silicon disk covered with photo resist. In the application discussed in this paper, the wafer is supposed to carry approximately 80 chips. In order to expose the surface of the wafer, each c hip is processed sequentially. Such a sequential process is needed as only one mask of the chip layout is available during the exposure fase of the photolithographic process. For that purpose, the wafer is placed on a moving table that needs to be moved stepped in 3 Degrees Of Freedom 3DOF accurately for the sequential processing of the chips on the wafer. 1 The work of Raymond de Callafon is nancially supported by the Dutch Systems and Control Theory Network.
2 Author to whom all correspondence must be addressed Clearly, both the accuracy and the speed of the servo mechanism during the subsequent steps of the wafer will inuence the success and throughput of the production process of the chips on the wafer. Sophisticated control of this multivariable servo mechanism can help in achieving a required throughput by designing a multivariable feedback controller that is able to satisfy high performance requirements de Roover et al., 1996 . A model that describes the dynamical behaviour of the servo mechanism is needed to design such a controller thoughtfully.
A dynamical model can be obtained by rst principle modelling, see e.g. de Roover and van Marrewijk 1995. Although such a model provides valuable knowledge of the dynamical behaviour, either the numerical completion of speci c elements in the servo system is undiscoverable or deliberate assumptions are posed to simplify the modelling. This causes the model to deviate from the actual dynamical behaviour of the system. Alternatively, a system identi cation procedure can be exploited in which experimental data is used directly. In this way, a model describing the dynamical behaviour is evaluated directly on the basis of the data coming from the actual system Ljung, 1987. Although both modelling procedures provide insight in the dynamical behaviour of the positioning mechanism present i n a w afer stepper, it is impossible to exactly characterize all phenomena describing the dynamics. On the one hand exact modelling can be impossible or too costly, on the other hand control design methods can get unmanageable if they are applied to models of high complexity. A s a result, the model obtained is only an approximation of the system to be controlled. As the validity o f a n y approximate 1 Copyright c 1997 by ASME model hinges on its intended use, the modelling procedure being applied should take i n to account the intended use of the model; control design.
MODELLING FOR CONTROL
In this paper the attention is focused on deriving Finite Dimensional Linear Time Invariant FDLTI models via system identi cation techniques that approximates the dynamical behaviour of the positioning mechanism in a wafer stepper. For an existing servo mechanism present i n a w afer stepper, time domain observations are gathered to estimate models that can be used for subsequent controller design. The aim of this paper is to outline the system identi cation procedure being used and the performance improvement obtained when designing a multivariable controller.
In order to estimate models suitable for control design, the following requirements should be satis ed. Preferably, the models should be a linear description of actual system to be controlled. In this way, standard tools for linear model-based control design can be used. Furthermore, control design methods become unmanageable if they are applied to models of high complexity. Hence, linear models should have a reasonable model order in order to formulate a manageable control design problem. As the models will be necessarily approximative, it should contain those dynamical aspects that are important for control design Schrama, 1992b . Finally, the identi cation procedure being used should be able to deal with data that is obtained under closed-loop controlled conditions. This is due to the fact that many engineering systems are unable to operate without additional control, including the position servo mechanism of the wafer stepper.
Estimating a linear model can be done by existing system identi cation techniques reported in the literature Ljung, 1987; S oderstr om and Stoica, 1989 and available in the corresponding commercial software packages Ljung, 1995. However, application of these techniques to nd models on the basis of closed-loop experiments that capture the dominant dynamical aspects relevant for feedback, is by far trivial. Estimating such models boils down to the fact that models, suitable for control design, can only be found by taking the closed loop operation of the model into account Schrama, 1992a . In general, this leads to identication problem in which the criterion used for designing the subsequent controller should also be used to deduct the model. See for example the work by Zang et al. 1995 for LQG-based controller design.
As the resulting model is just an approximation of the system to be identi ed, the controller based on the model has to be robust against any dissimilarities between the model and the system. This has been a motivation for the development of identi cation techniques that estimate an upper bound on the model error, see for example the contributions by Goodwin et al. 1992 , Helmicki et al. 1993 and the references therein. The resulting model error constitutes an allowable model perturbation around a nominal model being estimated and de nes a set of models where the actual system is assumed to be an element of. Subsequently, a robust controller can be designed on the basis of this set of models Doyle et al., 1992 . In this approach stability and performance requirements are guaranteed for the complete set of models, that includes the actual system to be controlled. The estimation of such a set of models for the design of a robust controller for the positioning mechanism of the wafer stepper is the main item in this paper.
In order to estimate such a set of models by the estimation of a low complexity nominal model along with its allowable model perturbation, the identi cation procedure discussed in this paper uses the algebraic framework of stable fractional model representations, similarly as in de Callafon et al. 1994 or Van den Hof et al. 1995 . The reasoning to use such a fractional model representations is due to the ability to deal with both stable, unstable or marginally unstable systems, such as the positioning mechanism discussed in this paper. As such, this approach enables one to nd a set of feedback relevant models by estimating stable factorizations of a nominal model along with a stable perturbation on the allowable model perturbations. Furthermore, the fractional approach can deal with observations obtained under closed-loop controlled conditions relatively easily.
WAFER STEPPER SERVO MECHANISM

Description of servo mechanism
The servo mechanism discussed in this paper is an integral part of the Silicon Repeater 3rd generation SIRE3 wafer stepper. The moving table, called the wafer chuck, that needs to position the wafer, is equipped with a air bearing and placed on a large suspended granite block t o reduce the e ect of external vibrations. The position of the wafer chuck on the horizontal surface of the granite block is measured by means of laser interferometry. A s c hematic overview of this servo mechanism is depicted in Figure 1 .
Relative m o vements of the wafer chuck are measured by determining the phase shift of the laser beams re ected on the mirror block depicted in Figure 1 . As the horizontal plane allows three degrees of freedom, three laser measurements uniquely determine the horizontal position of the wafer, whereas three linear motors are used to position the wafer chuck in 3DOF. This makes the servo mechanism of the wafer stepper a multivariable system, having three inputs and three outputs. The inputs re ect the currants to the three linear motors, whereas the outputs are constructed by measuring the position of the wafer chuck both in x-, ydirection translation and the -direction rotation.
Experimental set up
In order to perform an identi cation and test the control of the servo mechanism, an experimental set up has been provided by the Philips Research Laboratories and has been depicted in Figure 2 The experimental set up is equipped with a computer interface to measure the position in x-, y-and -direction of the wafer chuck on discrete time samples via a digital signal processor. Due to safety requirements and operating conditions of the laser interferometers, the signals can be measured only if a digital controller is used to control the positioning of the wafer chuck. Such a digital controller can be implemented using the same digital signal processor.
Consequently, only discrete time measurements obtained under feedback can be gathered for identi cation purposes. Additional external reference signals can be applied to the feedback connection of the positioning mechanism to provide su cient excitation Ljung, 1987 while gathering data for identi cation. A schematic overview of the signals that can be accessed in the feedback connection is depicted in the block diagram of Figure 3 . Figure 3 , the positioning mechanism of the wafer chuck is denoted by P o , while the feedback controller currently used to control P o is denoted by C o . I n the current experimental set up, the controller C o consists of 3 parallel PID controllers controlling the positioning in x-y-and -direction separately. The feedback connection of P o and the controller C o is denoted by T P o ; C o .
Control of the positioning mechanism
Next to the purpose of providing su cient excitation of T P o ; C o , the reference signals in Figure 3 can be used to move or step the wafer chuck in a desired direction. As such, the signals r 1 and r 2 can be used to evaluate the performance of the feedback controlled positioning mechanism by applying a reference signal r 2 and a feed forward signal r 1 in order to track a certain desired position signal y of the wafer chuck. In this way, the input signal u c to the controller C o re ects the servo error between a desired reference r 2 and the actual desired position y.
Controlling the positioning mechanism of the wafer chuck aims at minimizing the servo error, while moving the chuck as fast as possible. The design speci cation for the SIRE3 wafer stepper is to bring the servo error within a bound of 52nm 4 times the measurement resolution as soon as possible after a step has been performed. This is due to the fact that the chuck m ust be kept in a constant position before a chip can be exposed on the surface of the wafer. Henceforth, controlling the positioning of the wafer chuck requires the combined design of both a feedback controller and the appropriate reference r 2 and feed forward signal r 1 de Roover et al., 1996. In this paper however, the attention is focused on the identi cation of a set of models, denoted by P, to improve the design of the feedback controller only.
In order to compare feedback controllers designed on the basis of the set of models P being estimated, the signals r 2 and r 1 are xed to some prespeci ed desired trajectory. This prespeci ed trajectory is based on the dominating open loop dynamical behaviour of P o that is given by a double integrator, relating the force generated by the linear motors to the position of the wafer chuck. Based on this relatively simple model, r 2 will denote a desired position pro le, whereas r 1 denotes a scaled acceleration pro le obtained by computing the second derivative o f r 2 . A t ypical shape of the reference signal r 2 and the feed forward signal r 1 to position the wafer chuck in either the x-o r ydirection over 1cm is depicted in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the position pro le r 2 is obtained by allowing a maximum jerk derivative of acceleration and a maximum speed of the wafer chuck. The resulting acceler- ation pro le r 1 is the second derivative o f r 2 . Application of both reference signals in either an x-o r y-direction is labelled as a step respectively in x-o r y-direction. Using these speci ed reference signals r 1 and r 2 for the current experimental set up in which 3 parallel PID controllers are used to control the positioning in x-y-and -direction separately, the servo error u c;x depicted in Figure 5 for a step in the x-direction is obtained.
It can be observed from Figure 5 that the servo error u c;x is hardly within the bounds of 52nm indicated by the dotted lines. Furthermore, u c;x exhibits a low frequent vibration after the step has ended. As a result, the settling time of the step is strongly in uenced and both an improvement of the speed of decay and a reduction of the low frequent vibration of the servo error is desired to improve the behaviour of the servo mechanism. For identi cation purposes, it is presumed that the noise v is uncorrelated with the external reference signals r 1 , r 2 and that it can be modelled as the output of a monic stable and stably invertible noise lter H 0 having a white noise input e Ljung, 1987. Norm-based control design As indicated in Figure 5 the behaviour of the servo mechanism needs to be improved in order to reduce the settling time of the wafer chuck. For that purpose, a multivariable feedback controller is redesigned on the basis of the set of models P found by system identi cation.
In order to design the feedback controller, a normbased control design will be used. In this way, the design speci cations are translated in a control objective function, whereas a norm of the function is used to indicate the performance of the resulting feedback connection. For notational convenience a control objective function is denoted by JP;C 2 RH 1 , where P and C are FDLTI possibly unstable mappings and used to denote respectively a system and a feedback controller. The notion of performance will be characterized by the value of the norm kJP;C k 1 : a smaller value of kJP;C k 1 indicates better performance Van den Hof and Schrama, 1995. The mapping from the reference signals r 2 ; r 1 t o t h e output and input signals y;u of the plant P o is given by the matrix T P o ; C o in 1. In a similar way, a feedback connection of a system P and a controller C can be studied by inspecting the matrix T P ; C with T P;C : = P I I + CP ,1 C I ; 3
Note that a feedback connection T P ; C i s i n ternally stable if and only if T P;C 2 RH 1 Schrama and Bosgra, 1993 . In order to incorporate control design speci cation for the map T P ; C , the control objective function JP;C is taken to be a weighted form of the matrix T P ; C given in 3 and is de ned as follows kJP;Ck 1 := kU 2 T P;CU 1 k 1 4 where U 2 and U 1 are square weighting functions. The weighting functions U 1 and U 2 are chosen in such a w ay that the bandwidth of the resulting feedback connection can be adjusted, which will increase the speed of decay o f the resulting servo error depicted in Figure 5 . Furthermore, the weighting functions can be used to design a controller C that allows for an additional suppression of the low frequent vibration of the servo error. The performance characterization 4 is fairly general and will be used for analysis purposes in this paper. In this perspective, the performance objective function JP ; C a s given in 4 will be used to evaluate both the identi cation of a set of models P and the additional reduction of a robust controller designed based on the set P. F or that purpose, the set of models P as used in this paper is discussed below.
Characterization of the set of models In order to design a robust controller for the positioning mechanism of the wafer stepper, the estimation of a single approximate nominal model does not su ces. To be robust against any dissimilarities between a model and the actual system P o , a set of models P needs to be estimated.
Such a set of models allows one to capture the actual system Employing the knowledge of the controller C o implemented on the system P o for experimental considerations, the set of models P will be characterized by using the algebraic theory of fractional model representations Vidyasagar, 1985 . In this way, the coe cient matrix Q in 5 is formed by considering a model perturbation that is structured according to a Youla-Kucera parametrization. Following this parametrization, the set of models used in this paper is structured as follows where N c ; D c and N;D respectively denote a right coprime factorization rcf of the controller C o implemented on the system P o and a nominal modelP, that satises T P ; C o 2 RH 1 . The stable and stably invertible weighting functionsV ,Ŵ are used to normalize the upper bound onV Ŵ. In order to design a robust controller for the system P o on the basis of the set of models P, P o 2 P must be guaranteed. In order to P o 2 P , additional prior information on the plant P o must be introduced. This is due to the fact that P o 2 P cannot be validated solely on the basis of nite time, possibly disturbed, observations coming from the plant P o M akil a et al., 1995; Ninness and Goodwin, 1995. Such information is in accordance with the uncertainty modelling procedure of Hakvoort 1994 , that is used in this paper to bound the uncertainty in 6. The LFT characterization of the models P within the set of models of 5 can be represented by the block diagram given in Figure 6 . It can be veri ed from the map cold; u to colz;y in Figure 6 that the coe cient matrix Q in the LFT of 5 is given by 
Feedback relevant identi cation
In order to nd a set of models that take i n to the intended application of the design of a controller, knowledge of the controller C o that is implemented on the system P o can be exploited to estimate a set of models P. In order to estimate the set of models P given in 6, a factorization of a nominal model and frequency dependent stable and stably invertible weighting lters must be estimated.
To control the complexity of the controller being designed, it is required to bound the complexity of the nominal model N;D and the weighting lters V ; W . By again exploiting the knowledge of the controller C o , a n a pproximate identi cation of both a nominal model and the weighting lters can be tuned towards the intended control application. In other words, a set of models P, subjected to the condition P o 2 P , should be estimated such that sup P 2P kJP;C o k 1 8 is minimized. In this way, a set of models is found for which the worst case performance for the controller C o is minimized.
Minimizing Inspecting 2, the transfer functions P o S in ; S in , with S in = I +C o P o ,1 , can be considered to be a stable right factorization of the system P o with P o = P o S in S in ,1 . Denoting r := r 1 + C o r 2 = u + C o y it can be observed that P o S in ; S in is accessible from data as u and y are measured. To a void the presence and estimation of common unstable zeros in the stable right factorization of P o , the factorization needs to be a rcf . F urthermore, a rcf is not unique and access to di erent factorizations would be preferable.
As where P o S in F ,1 ; S in F ,1 can be considered to be a right factorization of the system P o . In order to let P o S in F ,1 ; S in F ,1 b e a rcf of the system P o , the form of the lter F in 9 is restricted and the result is summarized below. In the estimation of the rcf N;D, minimization of 8 must be taken into account when estimating a nominal factorization N;D. Furthermore,P =ND ,1 is subjected to internal stability of the feedback connection T P;C o i n order to characterize the set of models P given in 6. Clearly, at this stage the set of models P is unknown and 8 cannot be computed. In fact, the set of models P is arbitrarily large as the norm bounded uncertainty is 6 has not been characterized. Consequently, for any nominal modelP there exist a norm bounded uncertainty that forms a set of models P for which P o 2 P . A s P o 2 P , for any nominal modelP 2 P the following upper bound for kJP;C o k 1 can be given. ii U 2 T P o ; C o , T P ; C o U 1 equals
where N;D is a rcf ofP that satis es i. For a proof of this lemma and a discussion of the minimization of 14 one is referred to de Callafon and Van den Hof 1995b. The estimation of a nominal factorization for the positioning mechanism of the wafer stepper will be illustrated in the next section.
Estimation of nominal factorizations
To estimate a nominal factorization N;D, frequency domain measurements of the factorization N o;F !, D o;F ! along a prespeci ed frequency grid are used. Subsequently, the curve tting procedure described in de Callafon and Van den Hof 1995a is used to tackle the weighted minimization of 14 frequency wise. As the curve tting procedure is a non-linear optimization, an initial estimate is required to start the optimization. For that purpose, a multivariable least squares curve tting procedure is used de Callafon et al. 1996 .
An amplitude Bode plot of the rcf N;D being estimated can be found in Figure 7 . The resulting estimate of colN;D is a 30th order discrete time multivariable model having 6 inputs and 3 outputs. ComputingP =ND Copyright c 1997 by ASME to the fact that a good t of the frequency domain data is obtained in closed-loop relevant frequency area around 200Hz.
ESTIMATION OF MODEL UNCERTAINTY BOUNDS
Access to model uncertainty
Once a rcf of a nominal model is obtained, an estimation of the allowable model perturbation in 6 can be performed. Estimation of an allowable model perturbation involves the characterization of an upper bound on i n 6 via the stable and stably invertible lters V ; W such that 8 is being minimized and P o 2 P . F or that purpose, rst an upper bound on the allowable model perturbation is determined by applying a model error bounding estimation technique. An uncertainty estimation routine such a s the procedure described by Hakvoort 1994 can be used to obtain a frequency dependent upper bound for k !k ! with probability 15 where is a prechosen probability. In the multivariable case, the upper bound 15 can be obtained for each transfer function. Subsequently, stable and stably invertible weightingsV andŴ can be determined that overbound the estimated upper bound !.
Clearly, in order to estimate a frequency dependent upper bound on , the map m ust be accessible from data. The following proposition provides the access to simply by an appropriate ltering of the signal present in the feedback connection T P o ; C o . Limiting the complexity of a controller designed on the basis of the set of models P being identi ed also requires the complexity of the weighting lters V ; W in 7 to be bounded. As a consequence, the estimated upper bound ! in 15 needs to be approximated and over bounded by l o w complexity w eighting lters V ; W . Using the LFT representation of the set of models P given in 7, the performance of a controller C applied to any model P 2 P can be rewritten in terms of an LFT. The result has been summarized in the following lemma and will be used to address the estimation of limited complexity w eighting lters V ; W .
Lemma 5. Consider the set P de ned i n 6 that uses the knowledge of the controller C o and let C be any controller such that the map JP;C = U 2 T P;CU 1 is well-posed for all P 2 P . Then . As a complete discussion of the uncertainty estimation procedure of Hakvoort 1994 is beyond the scope of this paper, only the result is presented in Figure 9 .
It can be observed from Figure 9 that the upper bound of the frequency domain estimation of is crossing the upper bound !. Partly, this is due to the fact the upper bound only holds within a prespeci ed probability of 95.
USING THE IDENTIFIED SET FOR CONTROL DESIGN
On the basis of the identi ed set of models, a robust controller was designed via a -synthesis Zhou et al., 1996. As ! is only a frequency dependent upper bound for , l o w frequent w eighting lters V ; W are used to parametrize the upper bound on the estimated uncertainty bound ! depicted in Figure 9 . In this way, the estimated upper bound can be taken into account during a robust controller design.
In the construction of V ; W the weightings W 1 and W 1 given in 20 are used to emphasize the frequency range for the upper bounding of ! b y the parametric stable and stablly invertible weightings V ; W is most critical. It can be observed from 20 that the input sensitivity I + C oP ,1 , based on the nominal modelP, is incorporated in the weightings given in 20. As a consequence, the weightings emphasize again the closed-loop relevant frequency area around 200Hz. Invoking the -design, a high order multivariable feedback controller is obtained. In order to implement the controller being designed, an additional closed-loop controller reduction Wortelboer 1993 was used to reduce the controller to a 32nd order state space realization. A comparison between the controller C o previously implemented on the system P o and the newly designed controller C is given in terms of the amplitude Bode plot depicted in Figure 10 .
In order to show the improvement of the positioning control of the servo mechanism in the wafer stepper, the reference signals r 1 and r 2 depicted in Figure 4 are put on the newly designed feedback connection T P o ; C . A comparison with the servo error of Figure 5 obtained with the previous controller C o is depicted in Figure 11 . It can be seen from Figure 11 that both the speed and the accuracy of positioning have been improved successfully.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the approximate and feedback relevant parametric identi cation of a servo mechanism present in a wafer stepper. Via the identi cation of a set of models, built up from a nominal model along with an allowable model perturbation, the dynamical behaviour of the servo mechanism has been modelled.
The feedback relevant identi cation in this paper is based on the algebraic theory of stable fractional representations. This framework leads to an equivalent open loop identi cation of a stable factorization of a nominal model and an allowable model perturbation written in terms of a dual Youla parametrization. Both the estimation of nominal factorization and the uncertainty estimation can be performed in a feedback relevant w ay, taking the intended control application of the estimated set of model into account. The estimated set of models is used for the design of a robust controller for which signi cant improvement of the positioning mechanism has been illustrated.
